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EQUITABLE CONVERSION AS AFFECTING PURCHASER’S RIGHTS TO VENDOR’S INSURANCE POLICY

The majority rule in America holds that where a contract to sell land has taken place the vendee thereafter, being regarded as the equitable owner, must bear the risk of loss to the property, provided such loss was not caused through the fault of the vendor, and the vendor was not in default so as to be entitled to a decree of specific performance.\(^1\) Kentucky is fully in accord with this view.\(^2\)

In England at common law the vendee after the sale of the property was held to have no rights to insurance money on a policy taken out on the vendor’s interest\(^3\) even though the risk of loss doctrine is there universally recognized.\(^4\) The opposite stand has been taken in most of the jurisdictions of the United States, which hold that an insurance policy issued after an executory contract of sale of the property accrues to the benefit of the purchaser, even though the contract of insurance existed only with the vendor, and no assignment, express or implied, had been effected.\(^5\) The English view has been followed in a few

\(^1\) Hough v. City Fire Ins. Co., 29 Conn. 10 (1880) (dictum); Parcell v. Grosser, 109 Pa. 617, 1 Atl. 909 (1885); Snyder v. Murdock, 51 Mo. 175 (1872).

\(^2\) Cottingham v. Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co., 90 Ky. 439, 14 S. W. 417 (1890); Marks v. Tichenor, 85 Ky. 536, 4 S. W. 225 (1887); Martin v. Garver, 8 K. L. R. 56, 1 S. W. 199 (1886); Johnston v. Jones, 12 B. Monroe 326 (1851).

\(^3\) Rayner v. Preston, 18 Ch. Div. 1 (1881); Poole v. Adams, 12 W. R. 683 (1864); West of England Fire Ins. Co. v. Isaacs, 1 Q. B. 226 (1897); Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Spooner, 2 K. B. 753 (1905).


states. Kentucky, following the majority opinion, allows the purchaser to recover.

The right of the vendee to secure the proceeds of an insurance policy taken out by the grantor has been justified by the courts on three grounds. (1) Most of the cases go on the theory that where the vendor receives insurance money after a loss he holds it in trust for the benefit of the vendee. This view seems erroneous. Because the vendee is entitled to specific performance of the executory contract does not of itself make the vendor a trustee. No trust exists here in any form as the vendor has a personal interest in the res—the property. He holds the land as security for the debt owing by the purchaser, he is entitled to the rents and profits until title has passed, and he cannot be held to an accounting as a trustee can be. No valid grounds exist for the imposing of a constructive trust on the vendor since no fraud has been practiced by him on the purchaser, and even though it may be inequitable for the vendor to retain this money since he has suffered no detriment, it does not follow that the vendee has a right to it. It rightfully belongs to the insurer. (2) A number of jurisdictions, including Kentucky, lay down as the reason for the rule that the insurance money is to be treated as a substitute for the property destroyed. This theory contemplates that a policy taken out on the vendor’s interest follows the property covered without the necessity of an assignment or other express agreement. This view is completely at odds with a fundamental principle of insurance law that a policy is a personal contract of indemnity. Therefore, insurance does not run

---

8 Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Mitchell, 67 Ill. 43 (1873); Brewer v. Herbert, 30 Md. 301 (1856); Peoples Street Ry. Co. v. Spencer, 156 Pa. 85, 27 Atl. 113 (1893); Brakhage v. Tracy, 13 S. D. 343, 83 N. W. 363 (1900); Wm. Skinner Co. v. Houghton, 62 Md. 68, 48 Atl. 85 (1900).
with the land since it is the vendor's interest alone which is protected and not the property itself.\textsuperscript{12} \textit{(3) Insurance Co. v. Updegraff}\textsuperscript{13} enunciates the view that since the parties at the time of making the contract of insurance intend that the insurance cover the whole interest and, therefore, that the purchaser's interest be protected, the courts should give legal effect to this intention, even though no express assignment be made. Attributing such an intention to insurers lacks an essential basis of fact. It seems that such a business custom does not exist among them for the reason that many vendees realize that they are not entitled to the benefit of the vendor's insurance on the property. This is evidenced by numerous contracts which expressly stipulate for the benefit of the grantor's insurance, or that he bear the risk of loss until the date of performance. Likewise, the fact that vendees often insure their interest indicates that no such idea exists among insurance companies.\textsuperscript{14} It seems, therefore, that the courts do not have a sufficient legal basis for their holding.

The minority view, which holds that a vendee under an executory contract to sell property is not entitled to the insurance money on a policy taken out by the vendor on his interest even though the risk of loss be on the purchaser, is sound. It must be remembered that the policy constitutes a personal contract between the insurer and the vendor to indemnify any loss which the vendor may suffer by reason of the partial or total destruction of the property.\textsuperscript{15} If the vendee is allowed to recover it would mean that the insurance company would be insurer of the interests of both the vendor and the vendee for which it has been paid in premiums only for the interest of the vendor. No presumption, then, can be invoked that the insurer meant to protect both interests. The fact that the purchaser is recognized as equitable owner and, therefore, affected by any deterioration of the property and that the vendor has insurance on the property are two entirely distinct matters, and since the

\textsuperscript{12}Rayner v. Preston, 18 Ch. Div. 1 (1881).
\textsuperscript{13}21 Pa. St. 513 (1853).
\textsuperscript{14}See the following cases in which the rights of a vendor to insurance taken out by the purchaser on his interest have been adjudicated. Hammer v. Johnson, 44 Ill. 192 (1867); G. & B. Coal Co. v. Southern Elkhorn Coal Co., 217 Ky. 827, 294 S. W. 792 (1927); Cetkowski v. Knutson, 163 Minn. 492, 204 N. W. 528 (1925).
\textsuperscript{15}Note (11), supra.
purchaser is a stranger to the contract of insurance he secures no rights thereunder which entitle him to the fund. The position of the insurance company is not considered in these cases. There is no doubt that if the risk of destruction falls on the vendee before title passes the vendor is not damnedified by the loss and, therefore, the insurer would be within its rights in refusing to make any sort of a payment, or, if it had, in recovering it back from the vendor. The insurance companies should not be forced to bear these losses for which they are not compensated just because they may be financially better able to stand them than the purchaser who has not the benefit of insurance. Likewise, the courts should not at the present time try to hold insurers accountable on doubtful grounds as was formerly done in many instances, since the object of the courts to relieve from hardship caused by the unfair methods of dealing with the public indulged in by insurance companies has been largely done away with by the insurers themselves, or has been eliminated by statutes. The fact that the insured vendor receives a fund, which in fact really belongs to the insurance company because he has not suffered any loss, does not give the purchaser any rights to it even though the vendor may be able to get specific performance with full compensation from the purchaser and thus profit by the destruction of the property. If the insurer sees fit to pay to the vendor a sum it is not legally bound to pay, it is not the vendee's affair.

It might be added that the vendee has suffered no hardship against which the courts should relieve in view of the fact that several convenient and simple ways are at his disposal in order to alleviate the loss which the law imposes upon him. He might insure his own interest since he as well as the vendor has an insurable interest. He could have stipulated in the contract

---

of sale that the risk of loss should remain on the vendor until
the property had been transferred to him.\(^2\) He could have de-
manded that he have the benefit of the grantor’s insurance.\(^2\) He,
too, could have had the policy assigned to him in the con-
tract.\(^2\) He, likewise, could have secured the benefit of the in-
surance by a stipulation that he would be responsible for the
payment of premiums during the period between the date of the
execution of the contract and the date of transferring the prop-
erty.\(^2\) From the ease with which the purchaser could protect
himself he should be classed as negligent if he has not taken at
least one of the opportunities afforded, and, therefore, the courts
should not give him access to a fund to which he has no legal
claim on the ground of hardship.

It is submitted, then, that the courts should change their
attitude and should refuse a purchaser relief where he is at-
tempting to secure insurance money to be derived from a policy
taken out on the vendor’s sole interest. If there is felt to be a
need for change it should be done by legislative enactment as in
England,\(^2\) and Germany.\(^2\)

In closing it might be mentioned that the judicial legislating
by the courts in this matter points to the fundamental unfair-
ness and injustice existing in the practice of placing the risk of
loss on the vendee as a result of the theory of a conversion of
land in equity. Courts instinctively realize the hardship on the
vendee in consequence of their enforcement of this rule, and
they endeavor to protect him as much as possible. But in re-
lieving him from the harshness of the doctrine, they have not
become aware that they are shifting the burden to another
equally innocent party, the insurer. The better practice would
be to do away with the doctrine of equitable conversion as to

\(^2\) Brownell v. Board of Education, 239 N. Y. 359, 146 N. E. 630
(1925); Phinney v. Guernsey, 111 Ga. 346, 36 S. E. 796 (1900).
\(^2\) Reed v. Lukens, 44 Pa. St. 200 (1863); Zener v. Hayes, 228 Ill.
626, 81 N. E. 1144 (1907); Allyn v. Allyn, 164 Mass. 570, 28 N. E.
779 (1891).
\(^2\) Naquin v. Texas Savings & Real Estate Investment Assoc., 95
Tex. 313, 67 S. W. 35 (1903); Persico v. Guernsey, 220 N. Y. S. 639
(1927); Fanning v. Equitable F. & M. Ins. Co., 46 Ill. App. 215 (1892);
Baker v. Rushford, 51 Vt. 495, 101 Atl. 769 (1917); Scott v. Grinnan,
\(^2\) 12 & 13 Geo. 5, Chap. 16, Sec. 105 (1922); amended, 15 Geo. 5,
Chap. 5, Sec. 3 (1925).
\(^2\) German Private Ins. Law, Sec. 69 (1).
risk of loss altogether, since it is probably contra to the intention of the parties at the time of making the contract, and since it creates an unwarranted hardship on the vendee, he being subjected to this risk without having a corresponding right to possession, or to the benefits accruing from the use of the property in most cases.
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